every time we put one on. So, check out our website proving to be an excellent design, and their unique fabrics make us feel great others are able to see financial information.

recorded.

contributions also lets you check to see if a check you sent by mail was

Breeze enables individual users to download records of their Old Ship friends. Old Ship staff had access to the information, but the larger community

Doing so, however, prevents us from using the benefits of computers. And for

insure that our personal information won't be revealed is to not enter that

I volunteered to investigate Breeze security, and report back. I've done so, and

security. Can Breeze be "hacked", as appears to be happening nearly

Old Ship Social Justice Action Alert Network

Mainspring

participate. Other ways of helping can be found at

Lunch information at

"Serve Others" throughout this pandemic year by providing nutritious meals for

volunteers from Old Ship and the surrounding community have continued to

support this organization again this year, given its importance to the lives of the

women in one of the organization's empowerment programs.) The community

News from the Social Justice Council

Deacons

New class coming in March:

typically gathers every Sunday afternoon in front of the Meeting House or on

Typically gathers every Sunday afternoon in front of the Meeting House or on

Zoom. We do a check-in. We share stuff we did during the week. We make

Typically gathers every Sunday afternoon in front of the Meeting House or on

identifying, sharing, and persisting in the practice of what we've been sharing,

know my immigrant friends and my transgender friends can worry a bit less

musically Yours,

Inequities like these, in classical music or elsewhere?

Orchestras, less than 2% of musicians in American Orchestras are black. This

As we know, February is Black History Month. Sadly, and to no surprise, black

having been born into a middle-class white family with access to education. My

Dear Old Ship,

Ken Read-Brown

Joan Wilson

meets each month to share any concerns about parishioners who are ill, in the

friends, and family, in the midst of health challenges we may not be aware of or

Birthday Kitty!

The Financial Resources and Communications Teams will launch in the next

Garden, and parking.

areas for discussion include Greening, Technology, and Furniture. In another

Thanks to all of you who have

Parish House Plans

This month, Black History Month, my first two sermons will address the deep

otherwise.

"Perennial Wisdom or Perennial Illusion?" Ken writes: "Is it just wishful thinking

February. The 14

message. Abraham Lincoln's birthday is February

"Lincoln, Douglass, and Love" will be Ken's

We Dare?", will reflect on her poem and the

"The hill we climb if only we dare" is a line from

Sunday, February 7
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